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ABSTRACT
Since WSN having a limitation of the limited battery life time
and if the battery will die soon i.e. Network has a finite
lifespan. The most famous issue facing network designers in
wireless networks is to maximize network life. In wireless
communication devices, due to resource constraints sensors
evidence and delivery of reliable data is a difficult task. The
motivation behind this study is the some critical limitation of
energy aware routing protocols. Such as; it’s not easy to
communicate to Base Station (BS) for that Cluster Head (CH)
which is at maximum distance from Base Station therefore to
make a novel mechanism by which long distance/route CH
can be communicate with fast time with minimum energy
consumptions to the base station (BS), here introduced data
fusion concept. In WSN can be deployed a fusion point for
accurate decision. This study includes directing the efficient
use of artificial intelligent protocol with data fusion concept.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since wireless communications and has various benefits over
basic wired network and develop low cost, low power with
small sized, and revealed multifunction devices. These
sensors are small in size but having the ability to detect,
computing, self-organization and communication known as
sensors. WSN are systems consisting of a (possibly large)
number of small devices equipped with sensing capabilities, a
limited amount of processing power and a radio
communication chip. Usually battery powered, these units are
referred to as nodes or nodes being also used in relation to the
Kohonen Self Organizing maps. WSN have been adapted to a
variety of applications, including: environmental, healthcare,
defense, etc. In the vast majority of these applications, the
WSN nodes use their sensors to gather information regarding
the environment they are in, do some limited amount of
processing, and forward the information to collection site. In
these scenarios, two typical problems arise: 1) communicating
the data through the network is a major source of power
drainage, and 2) large amounts of data require a significant
amount of processing power at the central site, while the
processing capabilities of the nodes remain unused. The basic
architecture of the sensor nodes based on its function consist
of four units; Sensor, CPU, Radio and Power Unit. The first
three units are responsible for the implementation of the task
while the power unit is for power supply for the entire
process. Function and detection module is to measure the
physical and environmental conditions such as temperature

through the CPU and also responsible for data processing,
while the transceiver communication unit transfer data from
sensor module for the user device through the base station
(BS). These small sensor nodes are spread all over the region
of the search for information from the surrounding, and the
process, and then transferred to the base station. When
considering the application area WSNs one can assume that a
wired network or traditional wireless. But it’s not possible
because the traditional wired or wireless networks have
sufficient energy resources are not limitless, and memory, and
scope enough of communications and computing capabilities
but on the other hand, wireless sensor network have limited
resources. Although there are many similarities between the
existing network and dedicated network and there are also a
lot of differences and unique challenges of wireless sensor
network system. As sensor network is devolution of resources
so that all solutions come with the challenges facing the
wireless sensor network. WSN is a high consuming power
therefore it become low computing energy or power to be lead
to limited battery life, by which leading to the requirements
of routing protocols energy efficiency in contemplation of
improve energy consumption of a node. As Besides
distribution of WSN node can be viewed in a highly critical
applications demand for application vary according to the
nature and therefore there is a need for effective counseling
protocol that should not be the only suitable for application
demands, but also the help of the network with its limited
resources and drives well. The motivation behind the
proposed work is aware routing protocols current power to the
expansion of the battery life time and high energy efficiency.
Therefore, to design energy efficient WSN is first
consideration. There have been many efforts to the energy
awareness of WSNs, the proposed new network protocols and
especially for energy conservation [1], [7]. Many researchers
focused on the choice of the following strategies hops, which
made hop-adjacent nodes and one or multiple connections to
transfer data [8]. Many researchers have focused on
identifying the date of the contract to change the way
evidence between active and sleep nodes to save energy [11],
[13]. Here, a neural network based on conscious energy policy
mechanism with data fusion is introduced. The proposed work
includes directing the efficient use of artificial intelligent
protocol.

2. LITERECTURE SURVEY: DF in WSN
The WSN lifespan can be improvement with the data fusion
support, spreading techniques and LEACH-C techniques [22].
The technique of data fusion has used to address the issues in
reducing the data elements number. In the data fusion
technique, collected packets of sensor data are combines into
the single packet and the data packet redundancies have
removed to minimize the transmission of data. Additionally,
the compression of data has completed by monitoring entire
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packets’ MSB (most significant bits) and then integrating the
packets which have similar MSB of information. Data fusion
also has the capability to transmit the data with the conception
of the less energy efficiently. On the other hand some
researcher has investigated the use of neural network in
WSNs; [23]. For clustering KSOM neural networks have used
and its examination has helped to revise the random
parameters of network behaviors and the applications. Apart
from these, data fusion is considered to the essential job as it
is probable more to have automatic and accurate sources when
compared to other protocols. Sensor prediction of data, sensor
data fusion, classification of sensor data and the clustering of
nodes are some of the applications of neural networks which
have led to conservation of energy and the less cost of
communication in WSNs. This can lead to the energy
optimization routing techniques in WSN. Data aggregation or
data fusion has the tendency to combine the several
measurements of unreliable data to produce a more accurate
signal by increasing the common signal [24]. It also has
reduced the uncorrelated noise and overload of information
effectively. Flat, hierarchical and the location based routing
are the three major categories of routing techniques which
have played a significant role to optimize the energy in
WSNs. The self organizing map neural network with
intelligent method has optimized the routing performance in
terms of the conservation of energy and the node computation
power [25]. Hierarchical routing protocols have good
adaptability and the conservation of energy when compared to
the plane routing protocols. Although here pointed some of
the design and challenges issues in WSN. The first one is
pointed that in the LEACH protocol [26]; the cluster head
nodes has performed some data fusion function in which it
could be transferred to the BS. These nodes are more rigorous
of energy when compared to the normal nodes. Neural
networks are one of the intelligent tools and it acts as the
energy efficient approaches towards the wireless sensor
networks. Additionally, it also has applied as a tool in entire
perspectives of energy utilization reduction namely data
driven, cycling of duty and mobility approaches in wireless
sensor networks. Secondly pointed some of them are node
deployment, dynamics of network, models of data delivery,
capabilities of node, energy considerations, data
aggregation/fusion, fault, and energy consumption without
losing the accuracy, scalability and the transmission media.
Among these, the data fusion techniques have feasible
through the techniques of signal processing. Additionally, the
nodes of data have the tendency to create the accurate signal
by noise reduction method. The adaptive fusion of data for
energy competent routing in WSN has under the data
funneling with the aggregation techniques which is also based
on routing methods [28]. Fusion has been executed by
intermediate node with routing but the energy has been
exhausted for small amount of information and it also leads to
the high fusion cost. Authors pointed these strategies as the
biggest disadvantages of data fusion techniques. The last third
pointed that the strategy of energy-aware routing has provided
the efficient usage of balanced energy in WSNs to enhance
the lifespan of the network. Energy utilization was reduced by
the LEACH protocol and it also has improved the lifetime of
the network effectively [29]. Design and operation are highly
related with the energy awareness and it also has taken into
consideration for overall networks. LEACH has reduced the
energy consumption by decreasing the overheads of
communication between their heads of cluster and the sensors.
For overcome to all these issues some researcher proposed the
energy aware framework for multiple-zone data fusion
technique (MZDF) in WSN. This proposed technique of

MZDF has targeted to save the efficiency of energy after
performing the necessary reformation to the algorithm of
conventional energy awareness to the greater dimension.
Authors also have pointed that their proposed techniques has
outperformed the existing LEACH approach with respect to
its conservation of energy during the data fusion. MZDF has
encapsulated the nodes with and without the participant in the
techniques of data fusion using the energy model based on
threshold.

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In algorithms of cluster based routing effectiveness is rising
the energy lifetime of wireless sensor network this study
designs an energy aware routing protocol combining the data
fusion and KSOM technique. The motivation of designing this
system is lack of concentration of algorithms of clustering to
nodes energy levels as a major parameter to formation of
clusters of networks. The energy based clustering is created in
this study to extend the network lifetime with enough
coverage of network. The clustering based on energy
generates clusters with corresponding level of energy and the
utilization of energy is balanced better in complete network.

3.1 Setup Phase of Cluster
The protocol uses a 2 phase method of clustering Self
Organizing Map followed by the algorithm of K-means [31]
with a precise assessment amid the direct clustering outcomes
of clustering and prototype vectors data of self organizing
map. This study chooses self organizing map for clustering
since it is capable to generate several input data dimensions
and views the clusters into map. The dimension of input data
associates to several parameters which the author requires to
consider for clustering. As a preliminary phase the reason for
using self organizing map is to make data pretreatment use
acquired by self organizing map [32], the Kohonen self
organizing map neural networks used clustering and their
examination to learn random behaviours of network
applications and parameters. The sensor nodes’ clustering
using Kohonen SOM is evaluated for different number of
nodes by acquiring varied parameters of sensor nodes. KSOM
is an excellent component for clustering of WSN because it is
capable to lessen multi dimensional input data dimensions and
view clusters into a map. Therefore the set of data is first
clustered using self organizing map and then self organizing
map is clustered by K-means.

3.2 Selection Phase of Cluster Head
Please Various parameters are regarded in a formed cluster for
choosing a cluster head. Three criterions have been regarded
for selection of cluster heads namely the nearest sensor to BS
[33], the sensor having highest energy level and the adjacent
sensor to gravity centre of cluster. When the nearest node to
base station is selected in a cluster as cluster head the author
assures to use least amount of energy to spread the messages
to base station. Also the adjacent sensor to cluster’s gravity
center assures least utilization of energy for intra cluster
communication while overhead reduction of cluster head is
not ensured. In case of other 2 criterions namely adjacent
sensor to base station or cluster centroid the chosen cluster
heads stay stable during the stage of transmission until next
stage of reclustering which may precede for many rounds and
it will cause quick reduction of that cluster heads while using
these two criterion revealed a longer life span outcomes. After
deciding the cluster base station head nodes allot proper roles
to entire nodes through the proposed protocol.
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3.3 Phase of Transmission
After the clusters formation and choosing their associated CH
(cluster heads) now it is the time to pass the packets of data
sensed at usual nodes to their associated CH and after using
the functions of data fusion to acquired packets by cluster
heads the messages are passed to the BS (base station). The
utilization of energy of entire nodes is evaluated. One of the
essential data fusion problems of wireless sensor networks is
the importance of utilizing an intelligent system which fuses
heterogeneous information acquired from varied sources
efficiently, automatically and accurately. Data fusion can
reduce the data size. Even if the data had been influenced by
intentional estimation or noise, the method of data fusion must
be capable to identify and classify the data. Sensor data fusion
is a some need of tracking applications and target detection in
wireless sensor networks [34]. The consumed energy for data
transmission over a distance is evaluated [35]. After every
phase of transmission the author counts a new round and they
also has a rotation of clusters in using criterion of maximum
energy. Since their aim is to create clusters with equal levels
of energy the author must have threshold for the phase of reclustering according to difference of nodes energy level. So
the energy level of greater nodes of energy is verified
regularly. These nodes are CH of the phase of last set up. The
conditions are the predefined percent reduction of their energy
level. When the re-clustering threshold is fulfilled the base
station sends a message of re-clustering to the complete
network.

Fig 2: Decentralized architecture of WSN

4.3 Hierarchical Architecture
The third type of architecture is known as hierarchical
architecture in which all sensor nodes are divided by the level,
looking just like a tree by which the computational energy can
be reduced. Here all sensor node sense the data and transfer
the data to the fusion nodes by suitable routing mechanism or
algorithms like directed diffusion. Due to this type of
architecture the energy will be balanced among nodes in the
wireless sensor network.

4. BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF DATA
FUSION IN WSN
In WSN data fusion architecture can be divided in mainly
three types as follows:

4.1 Centralized Architecture
The first basic architecture of data fusion in WSN is one of
the simplest architecture, where every sensor node in network
senses the data and transfers the data to their central processor
fusion node (central node), where processor fuses the all
collected data and detected erroneous information of the data
but all performance is totally depended at a single point.

Fig 3: Hierarchical architecture of WSN.

5. LIMITATION OF STUDY
1.

This study is constrained to wireless sensor
networks.

2.

This study is limited to KSOM and data fusion
technique.

3.

This study evaluates the intelligent energy aware
routing in heterogeneous WSN environment by
using Neural Network & Data Fusion.

6. CONCLUSION
Fig 1: Centralized architecture of WSN

4.2 Decentralized Architecture
The second type of architecture known as decentralized
architecture, in which all sensor node collect data and fused
the data locally depended on the neighbouring nodes data
also. Due to this phenomena there can be possible of dynamic
changes in the entire network.

An intelligent energy aware routing protocol has acquired
much attention in wireless sensor networks (WSN). WSN has
captured the imagination and enthusiasm with applicability
range. Classical routing protocols for WSNs and
computational intelligence based routing protocol approach
have fined tuned to make the data packets routing efficient
and reliable. Low power consumptions, flexible scalability,
high security, low message latency, mobility, low cost, greater
availability and good fault-tolerance are some of the unique
features which have associated with the wireless sensor
networks. Protocols performance has considered being most
promising factors in terms of efficiency of energy. Data fusion
also has enhanced the QoS in the networks. This study will be
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useful for many researchers to know many factors associated
with the energy aware routing protocol effectively.
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10. APPENDIX
Table Appendix - Classification of neural network based on
energy conservation methods.
Sr.
No.

ANN Concept
Role

ANN
TOPOLOGY
APPLIED

1

Energy Efficient
Path Discovery

2

Energy Efficient
Nodes Clustering

SOM

Duty Cycling
Cluster Based
Routing

3

Cluster Head
Selection

SOM

Duty Cycling
Cluster Based
Routing

4

Data
Aggregation /
Fusion

SOM, BP

Reduction of
Data in network
Processing

5

Data Association

Hopfield

Reduction of
Data in network
Processing

6

Mobile Data
Association

Competitive
Hopfield

Reduction of
Data in network
Processing

7

Context / Data
Classification

SOM, MEMs
& ARTI

Reduction of
Data in network
Processing

8

Data Prediction

BP, Elman,
ARMA &
RBF

Data Reduction
– Data
Prediction &
Duty Cycling

SOM, BP
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